Comments and
Responses
INTRODUCTION
A Notice of Intent to prepare a draft
environmental impact statement (EIS) on the
operation of Flaming Gorge Dam and
announcement of public scoping meetings was
published in the Federal Register on June 6,
2000. A corresponding press release
announcing that the Bureau of Reclamation was
beginning the EIS process for Flaming Gorge
Dam was issued the same date. In November
2001, a newsletter regarding the development of
the EIS was sent to those on the EIS mailing list.
Input was actively solicited from a broad range
of public constituencies as part of the ongoing
public involvement process. Comments and
involvement in the planning for and preparation
of the Flaming Gorge EIS were generally sought
through communication and consultation with a
variety of Federal, State, and local agencies;
Native American tribes and interest groups; and
the formal EIS scoping process and EIS
comment process, both of which invited input
from the general public.
In June and July 2000, Reclamation, as lead
agency, invited a number of State and Federal
agencies and the Northern Ute Tribe to become
cooperating agencies in preparing the Flaming
Gorge EIS. The following are the eight
cooperating agencies: the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Bureau of Land Management, National
Park Service, State of Utah Department of
Natural Resources, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, United States Department of
Agriculture Forest Service (USDA Forest
Service), Utah Associated Municipal Power
Systems, and Western Area Power
Administration (Western).
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The draft EIS was mailed to the interested
public for review and comment in early
September 2004, and a Notice of
Availability of the draft EIS was
published in the Federal Register on
September 10, 2004. The 60-day review
and comment period for the draft EIS
ended on November 15, 2004.
During the public comment period, five
public hearings were held to receive oral
comments on the draft EIS: Moab, Utah,
October 12, 2004; Salt Lake City, Utah,
October 13, 2004; Rock Springs,
Wyoming, October 19, 2004; Dutch John,
Utah, October 20, 2004; and Vernal,
Utah, October 21, 2004. All written and
oral comments received during the
comment period were considered in
preparing the final EIS.
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The final EIS, like the draft EIS, has been
mailed to over 600 agencies,
organizations, and individuals on the
mailing list and notice of its availability
has been published in the Federal
Register. It is also available on the
Flaming Gorge EIS Web page.
All comments received on the draft EIS
were carefully reviewed and considered in
preparing the final EIS. Where
appropriate, revisions were made to the
document in response to specific
comments. The comments and responses
together with the final EIS will be
considered in determining whether or not
to implement the proposed action.
This volume contains a scanned copy of
each comment letter, followed by the
corresponding responses to that letter.

FEDERAL AGENCIES
1. United States Environmental Protection Agency
2. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
3. National Park Service
4. Western Area Power Administration
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1a
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1b
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1. UNITED STATES
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY
1a
Comment noted.
1b
Reclamation acknowledges that a full
range of reasonable alternatives is
desirable. However, despite considerable
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effort to develop additional alternatives
that meet the purpose and need of the
environmental impact statement,
additional viable action alternatives could
not be identified. Please see section 2.2
of the EIS.
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2a

2b

2c
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2d

2e

2f

2g

2h

2i

2j

2k

2l
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2m

2n

2o
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2. U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE
SERVICE

2b
Additional text was added to section 1.4.4
of the EIS.

2a
The Flow and Temperature Recommendations for Endangered Fishes in the
Green River Downstream of Flaming
Gorge Dam (2000 Flow and Temperature
Recommendations) acknowledge
variability, risk, and uncertainty regarding
the flow recommendations. Reclamation
seeks to meet all of the requirements
placed upon the reservoir and dam and
seeks to balance the benefits among all
authorized purposes of the facility.

2c
Comment incorporated in section 2.3.2
and 2.5.3 in the EIS.

Under the Action Alternative, the
frequency of spillway use could increase
to about 15 days per year in 7 percent (%)
of all years. Spillway use of 1 to 10 days
is expected in nearly 17 % of all years.
With increased spillway use, there is
greater opportunity for degradation of
concrete in the spillway tunnel. Should
damage to the spillway become excessive,
repairs would be made or use of the
spillway would be limited to when
hydrologically necessary.
More frequent use of the spillway also
raises the concern of more frequent
entrainment of nonnative reservoir fishes.
Reclamation does not intend to use the
spillway unless releases need to exceed
8,600 cubic feet per second (cfs) (unless
use of the spillway is required for dam
safety reasons).
As stated in section 2.5.3.2, second
paragraph, Reclamation would annually
coordinate the decision whether to use the
bypass tubes or spillway to meet
particular flow targets. That same
section, and other sections in the EIS,
note uncertainties associated with use of
the spillway that will have to be
monitored and addressed through adaptive
management.

2d

Flood routing studies are performed for
all Reclamation reservoirs. The level of
acceptable risk, i.e., forecast error
exceedance percentage, will vary at each
facility depending on engineering
considerations of the structure and
downstream populations at risk. Such a
determination is based on engineering
judgment. Safe operation of Flaming
Gorge Dam provides enough storage
buffer in the reservoir to maintain a
release hydrograph that includes full
capacity powerplant and bypass releases
as well as spillway use when an
unexpected error in the forecast occurs.
Since the high inflow seasons of 1983 and
1984, operation of Flaming Gorge Dam
has moved to a more conservative
operation. Spillway releases of high
volume are a dam safety risk that
Reclamation is not willing to accept on a
frequent basis. That is, an acceptable risk
would be spillway releases of high
volume approximately once every
100 years.
Reclamation is unaware of available
forecast error exceedance data to make
comparisons with other Reclamation or
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers facilities.
2e

Section 2.6.6.2 is a brief summary of
effects to all threatened and endangered
species. In this section it is necessary
to state the facts succinctly which
may give the impression of being a more
extreme position than in the lengthy
description appropriate for the biological
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assessment and chapter 4 of the EIS. See
section 4.7.8.2 for details of effects to Ute
ladies’-tresses.
2f

Text in sections 4.7.1.2.1 and 4.7.1.2.2 of
the EIS has been clarified.
2g

This section of the EIS was written to
disclose environmental consequences of
the No Action and Action Alternatives
affecting terrestrial and avian animals
existing on or near Flaming Gorge
Reservoir. Text has been added to
section 4.7.1.4 to clarify and support the
conclusion.
2h

This section of the EIS was written to
disclose environmental consequences of
the No Action and Action Alternatives
affecting threatened or endangered
species existing within the area affected
by the project. The ability of these owls
to reach and exploit water or water related
food or habitats would not be hampered
under either alternative. Text has been
added to section 4.7.8.6.3 to clarify and
support the conclusion.
2i
The text has been clarified in
section 4.19.5.
2j
The Upper Colorado River Endangered
Fish Recovery Program (Recovery
Program) has concurred with the
following language in the environmental
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commitments in the EIS and conservation
measures in the Flaming Gorge Biological
Opinion: “The adaptive management
process would rely on ongoing or added
Recovery Program activities for
monitoring and studies to test the
outcomes of modifying the flows and
release temperatures from Flaming Gorge
Dam.”
2k
Discussion in the EIS has been clarified in
section 4.19.5.
2l–2n
Effects to riparian vegetation will, at a
minimum, result in no measurable change
from the No Action Alternative or will
result in a positive response. Therefore,
Reclamation does not believe that effects
to vegetation, other than those specifically
identified, warrant an environmental
commitment in this National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
document. We have funded numerous
studies addressing the relationship of river
regulation and riparian ecosystems, and
we will likely continue studies that
overlap with the effects of the proposed
action.
2o
Reclamation has added language to
section 4.21 which clarifies
Reclamation’s commitment to monitor for
potential effects to Ute ladies’-tresses.

3a
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3a
3b

3c

3d
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3e

3f

3g

3h

3i
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3j

3k

3l
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3m
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3. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
3a
The comments and responses submitted
during the cooperating agency review of
the draft EIS are available upon request.
3b
Comment noted.
3c
Reclamation and Western are Endangered
Species Act (ESA) co-consultants with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
Section 7 consultations. Thus, all three
parties are appropriately identified as
members of the Technical Working
Group. As stated in section 2.5.3 of the
EIS, the technical working group will be
open to all qualified individuals who
choose to participate.
3d
The 2000 Flow and Temperature
Recommendations report anticipates
adaptive management testing of flow
regimes. It is expected that over time,
refinements to the targets will be possible
based on increased information and
knowledge. Text has been added to
section 4.19 in the EIS for clarification.
3e–3h
The EIS states Reclamation’s intent to
implement all of the 2000 Flow and
Temperature Recommendations as
described in the Action Alternative.
Section 4.19 explains the uncertainties
associated with implementing the Action
Alternative, including in section 4.19.5
those uncertainties associated with flood
plain inundation. Both the EIS and the
2000 Flow and Temperature
Recommendations acknowledge that over
time, as additional information becomes
available, refinements to the flow and
temperature recommendations may prove
to be warranted if data suggests that
tradeoffs between peak flow magnitude

and duration provide greater benefits to
endangered fish. Reclamation believes
that if such refinements are proposed at
some as yet unknown point in the future,
based upon information developed
through adaptive management or through
ongoing Recovery Program research,
there will be ample opportunity to obtain
appropriate review and input from all
Recovery Program participants as well as
the interested public. The text has been
clarified in section 4.19.5.
3i–3j
Our analysis in the EIS, based on best
available information, is that the predicted
effects of the Action Alternative on
tamarisk do not reach the level of
significance such that a program of
monitoring and mitigation is warranted.
See sections 4.7.5 and 4.19.6 of the EIS
where this is discussed.
3k
The EIS states that Reclamation will rely
on Recovery Program nonnative
monitoring and control efforts. See fish
response to flow and temperature
modifications in section 4.19.4 of the EIS.
3l
It is difficult to isolate a specific number
of years to evaluate the percentage of
targets and durations achieved because it
is unknown what the natural hydrograph
will be in the future. Over the long
run when several different natural
hydrological years have occurred,
Reclamation expects to be able to
determine if the percentages are in line
with the 2000 Flow and Temperature
Recommendations. The target flows
and durations to be achieved each
year are dependent on the natural
hydrograph of that year and the
hydrological classification of that year.
For example, if, as has just occurred, there
are 6 consecutive drought years, then only
low targets and durations would be
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achieved. In very wet years, high targets
with long durations would be achieved.
3m
Implementation of reasonable and
prudent alternatives (RPAs) is
Reclamation’s responsibility as part of
the Section 7(a)(2) Endangered Species
Act consultation process with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; but it
should be noted that ESA compliance,
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like compliance with other statutes and
regulations, is part of the Federal
regulatory construct under which
Reclamation operates Flaming Gorge
Dam. Reclamation is committed to
upholding its responsibilities under the
ESA, as well as meeting authorized
project purposes.

4a

4b

4c

4d
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4. WESTERN AREA POWER
ADMINISTRATION
4a
The Flaming Gorge EIS compares the
Action Alternative with the No Action
Alternative and captures the existing
environment as including changes due to
the construction of the dam as well as its
operations prior to 1992. Changes and
effects resulting from the construction of
the dam and its pre-1992 operations are
appropriately considered in section 4.16.2
(cumulative effects analysis) of the EIS.
The placement of the cumulative effects
analysis, and the overall format of the
EIS, are consistent with the Council of
Environmental Quality (CEQ) and
Department of the Interior (Interior)
regulations implementing NEPA.
4b
The term “economic value” refers to the
level of monetary worth and does not
have any implied meaning of direction of
change. The discussion of economic
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value given no biological constraints is
labeled as such. The economic value for
the simulation with no biological
constraints is greater than the economic
value for the No Action and Action
Alternatives. Clarifying text was added to
section 4.16.2 of the EIS.
4c
Comment incorporated into table 4-30 of
the EIS.
4d
Section 4.4.3.3 presents the financial
analysis results. Because the Action
Alternative would not have a significant
impact on the rate Colorado River Storage
Project (CRSP) customers pay, it was not
necessary to distribute the impact of the
change in rate to the various customers.
Text was added to section 4.16.2 of the
EIS to clarify.

